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Abstract
Background/Objectives: To design a navigation control architecture which attempts to identify optimal path for a mobile
robot agent to move from initial position to target position, in an environment where multiple path exists. Methods/
Statistical Analysis: The design of navigation control architecture determines how all the components are integrated and
it is completely depends on its requirement and since, there is no standard reference architectures exists, we propose an
architecture for mobile robot system, with three-tier user centric layer approach with hybrid methodology. The integration
and interaction between the three layers are both centralized as well as distributed and, choice of selecting the path planner
mechanism differs from existing system. Findings: In this paper, various existing robot architectures were reviewed in
high level. A Hybrid methodology is used to adopt along with dynamic modelling approach for motion planning system and
geometric modelling approach for path planning system, to suit the design complexity. The Path planner control system
model proposed in this paper focuses much on agent based path planning system and motion planning system, which plays
critical role in controlling the movement of a non-holonomic robot system. Application/Improvements: The efficiency of
the proposed architecture is yet to be evaluated by applying this system in real time application
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1. Introduction
The Autonomous Mobile Robots Agents (AMRA) is
designed, modeled and deployed in wide range of mission
critical applications. Hence, modeling and designing a
control architecture system involves a challenging task.
This paper focuses much on the agent based path planning
and motion planning systems, which play a crucial role
in controlling the entire system movement of an AMRA.
Ferber1 claimed that the concept of agents comes from
developing a thinking machine with the competence of
resolving a difficulty on its own.
When an AMRA is deployed with task of search
operation, it needs to navigate more precisely and optimally.
In the event of any unanticipated obstacle happenings,
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it needs to quickly sense the obstacle and react to the
obstacle. Without reacting to those unforeseen event, it
never attains its goal position. So, planning, sensing and
reacting are the sequence of activities an AMRA needs
to perform. There were numerous reports2-10, proposed
many algorithms to handle fundamental path finding
problems14, like A* algorithm, D* algorithm, Moore
algorithm, Dj kstra algorithm etc.
A sensor based path planner methodology was
proposed to handle both local and global path planning11.
A novel approach for real-time path planning of multiple
virtual agents in dynamic environment using Multi
agent Navigation Graph (MaNG) algorithm to perform
route planning and proximity computation for each
participating agents were proposed and discussed12.
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Motion planning systems for mobile robots was proposed
using genetic algorithm, a non conventional optimization
methodology for identifying optimal path from source
to destination13. Generic supervisory and command
architecture for an experimentation automated platform
which is conceived with the aim of improve training and
research processes on Automation and Robotics were
proposed15. Control system architecture8 and coupled
layer architecture for robot anatomy called CLARAty
was designed and proposed, to improve the modularity
of system software16. Agent based route planning
system for a mobile robot agent in static environment
was discussed17. Agent based architecture to provide a
platform for developing various agents that control robots
and other interfacing components were discussed18.
Meng Claimed that the Belief-Desire-Interaction (BDI)
agent based architecture for a reconfigurable embedded
platform for real time tracking system was proposed to
establish a unified framework, which simplifies hardware
and software partitioning and communications19.
In this paper, a navigation control architecture
system has been proposed, which is based on hybrid
planning approach, that overcomes various complexity
involves in distributed and centralized approach. The
navigation system module present in the proposed
control architecture can be approached either through
dynamic modeling14 or through geometrical modeling.
Former approach uses motion planning system and later
approach uses path planning system.

dimensional collision free robot path planning using
Genetic Algorithm was proposed by30.
The hybrid method will be the combination of both
distributed and centralized method, which is suitable
for static and dynamic environment. Also, the choice of
selecting the system tools and mechanism is based on
the specific requirements and specification. Numerous
academic librarians defined many design parameters
and properties that the designer needs to consider, while
designing control architecture for mobile robot23,24,30.
• Autonomy
• Adaptability
• Extensibility
• Reactivity
• Reliability
• Robustness
• Runtime flexibility
• Generalization
• Modularity
A comprehensive study was made on seamless
information sharing between multiple autonomous mobile
robotic agents, in identifying an optimal path2. Numerous
academic librarians discussed about distributed method
of planning approach1,2,25, where all participating units
communicate and co-ordinates with each other by parsing
a message through Inter-agent communication command
languages called Inter communication Language (ICL).

2. Planning Approaches
There are multiple ways to define the path planning
activity. Figure 1 shows various ways to define the path
planning activity. It might be either in distributed or
centralized or in hybrid manner. The distributed method
requires plan to be generated for each individual AMRA.
It needs multiple coordination and various localization
techniques to be adopted in control system to generate
plan, where the centralized methods requires a global
control system which generates global path for navigation
process. Brooks claimed that a robust layered control
system which is based on behaviour with various sub
assumptions20. The distributed architecture for mobile
navigation was discussed by21. Nicolescu et al. proposed
a decentralized architecture for multi-robot systems
based on the null-space-behavioural (NBD) control was
proposed and discussed22. A layered approach for three
2
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Figure 1. Different classification of path planning
approaches (a) Distributed (b) Centralized (c) Hybrid.

3. Feedback Mechanism
Figure 2 shows the feedback mechanism of an
AMRA. It shows how information needs to be processed
and propagated between the external environments and
an AMRA, during search operation26. This mechanism
consists of three behavioural layers called sense, act and
react, which triggers its execution process continuously
until it reaches its goal position. The supervisory control
unit operating in this control architecture must receives
information from sensor’s and process it in real time for
decision making.
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Figure 2. Feedback mechanism of an AMRA.

Figure 3. Conceptual view of proposed navigation control architecture.

4. Conceptual Navigation Control
Architecture
Figure 3 shows the proposed conceptual architecture of an
AMRA. It includes three functional layer units called the
surveillance unit, the path planner unit and the run time unit.

4.1 Surveillance Unit

Mtshali state that the AMRA capable of making such
decision are called intelligent robots and the environment
making such operations are called intelligent sensors24.
The surveillance unit is used as co-ordination unit to
interact the external environments with an AMRA
system. It includes the following major components environmental data unit, image processing unit, world
map generator unit, and supervisory control unit.
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4.1.1 Environmental Unit
The environmental data unit includes built-insensors called a sensing unit, used to capture images
from outside world environment, either statically or
dynamically. As stated, integrating a number of sensors
in control system makes a synergistic intelligent
system that works efficiently in various kinds of
environments26. The former will be used when there
is no change in environment and later will be used,
when there is frequent change in environment. This
sensor unit is used to decode the environmental data
that it acquires from outside world and consider it as a
raw image. As discussed by26 a brief review on various
types of unmanned ground vehicle sensors and various
types of active and passive sensors used, with respect to
sensing mechanism27-31.
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4.1.2 Image Processing Unit
The image processing unit is used to process images acquire
from outside world and it feeds those images as input to
world map generator unit. The captured visual images are
treated as visual information data, which is converted into
electrical signals in camera mounted in the controller unit.
When sampled spatially and quantized, these signals give
digital image in real time, by a process called digitizing. The
vision system included in control architecture consists of
hardware and software for performing various functions
of sensing and, processing of images. Once processed
images are readily available, it is given as input in form
of commands to AMRA. Thus, the spatial parameters of
environmental objects and the object in images will be
recognized and processed by image processing unit.

4.1.3 World Map Generator Unit
The world map generator unit is used to create
geometrical or location map details, which it gets feed
from image processing unit, and creates a map, and loads
the map information details to a supervisory control unit.

4.1.4 Supervisory Control Unit
The supervisory control unit, have a knowledge base
with an updated information about participating AMRA.

Each participating AMRA’s information will be loaded
and updated into knowledge base on regular basis. Thus,
the current navigation coordinates are readily made it
available in knowledge base for further processing.

4.2 Path Planner Unit

The path planner unit is the processing unit, used to
determine whether any planning activity is required
for an AMRA, which interacts with supervisory control
unit on getting the coordinates. The AMRA starts
its navigation process, with a target of reaching to its
destination unit, without any collision/obstacles. During
its navigation process, if it identifies any obstacles then
that information is sensed and AMRA sends alert signals
to stop its current execution and an alternate new path will
get generated. The search algorithms are used as a reliable
method of identification methods like path finding and
path planning. Various path planning algorithms were
proposed and evaluated. The AMRA communicate with
surveillance unit to collect information about the obstacle
and to send information about their current paths. The
generated alternate path information will be broadcasted
to AMRA. Figure 4 shows, how an AMRA need to be
deployed with a path panning algorithm. If there is change
in path plan, AMRA interact with the supervisory control
unit and request for generating the new alternate path.

Figure 4. The Planning mechanism of proposed system.
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4.3 Runtime Unit

Whenever there is a change in environment, it will
generates a new path and broadcast the information to
supervisory control unit and to a run time unit. The run
time unit is used to generate the run commands based
on the obtained co-ordinates from path planner unit
and feed the information to the AMRA in the form of
commands language that is used. All these three units are
communicated with each other using client server/parent
child based communication. The supervisory control
unit is considered to be as the parent unit and the AMRA
participating in this architecture is considered as child unit.
The properties for AMRA is derived or inherited from
the parent unit. In client server based communication
system, all the participating units communicate with each
other by directly interacting with the system. In parent
child based communication system, all the participating
units are independent of each other and the parent unit
collects the information and it broadcast the information
to the respective child unit (AMRA) unit, depends on the
need. It derives the information based on inheritance rule.
The data distribution will be in distributed manner,
and been controlled by surveillance unit which is
considered to be as central server. The surveillance unit
decides whether re-planning is needed or not. If there is
no need for re-planning, the two AMRA participating in
search operation negotiates with one another to avoid
collision by adjusting their priorities. In worst case
scenario, when two AMRA are moving together for same
goals, one AMRA will be tend to stops it operation and
waits until the other AMRA leaves the conflict area.

5. Conclusion
The autonomous mobile robot agent systems are required
to perform it tasks without any user interaction. Hence,
the design of control architecture should determine
how all the components are interconnected together,
including hardware and software units without much user
interference. Also, modeling a controller and deploying
it in the robot control architecture is merely depend on
its requirement and since, there is no standard reference
architectures exists, we proposed an architecture to
suit this complexity. In future, the efficiency of this
architecture will be evaluated by applying this proposed
architecture system in real time application.
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